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"Ow~!"

The whole crowd got excited.

The women were all moved to tears, while the man who had a crush on his fellow female

companion took this time to propose to his female companion, and then tried and failed, the other
party all agreed straight away. They were very grateful to Lin Hao for giving them such a perfect

and so romantic scene, making their proposal twice as successful ......

Lin Hao didn't know that his romance had created countless couples towards marriage, but
his love, all of which was on display at this moment, was handed to Shen Xiyan for her to

enjoy ......



"Honey, I love you." Shen Xiyan kissed Lin Hao's forehead and said tenderly.

"I love you too." Lin Hao stood up and intimately hugged her waist and kissed her heavily on
the lips ......

A few short minutes were as long as if they had experienced a world ......

Maybe this is what love is like when it gets too strong ......



The young couple separated and they looked ahead. Then Shen Xiyan saw countless people

running up, they swarmed, scaring Shen Xiyan and Wang Shufen to death. If the crowd caused

chaos, and if they gently touched and pushed Shen Xiyan, it would be the end.

Shen Xiyan hurriedly hid behind Lin Hao, and Wang Shufen even ran up and surrounded her,
shouting, "What are you doing?"

Wang Shufen didn't speak F, so she shouted in Chinese, which none of them understood, and
they all froze on the spot.

Lin Hao gently pulled Shen Xiyan into his arms from behind, then gently explained, "These
are all our employees, don't be afraid, they have no hostile intent, and even if they did, I would
still protect you."



Only then did Shen Xiyan and Wang Shufen breathe a sigh of relief, and then saw Lin Hao

say to them, "Don't get too close to us, she is my wife and she is pregnant now."

This was Lin Hao's way of admonishing them in standard F-speak.

After they heard this, their eyes widened, just now, what was that? Wasn't it a marriage
proposal? Just a romantic display of affection? That was a bit too romantic, wasn't it?

Saina looked at Lin Hao with some despair, some envy and some hurt. This was a perfect
man, but unfortunately he didn't belong to him. He was just too romantic for his wife, who must
have saved the entire galaxy in her last life ......

Where else would there be a man who loved her so much?



"Boss, you are also too dyed in the wool zero fushan pick fushan closed ground romantic,
right?" The crowd shouted in unison.

Then followed shouts of, "alllove!" and others shouted, "Romatic!"

Alllove and Romantic are simple words related to love and romance, this Shen Xi Yan
understood, and these people excited state, also let her feel and not to this anger, Shen Xi Yan then
reveal a warm smile, look at them, and then gently ceremonial small bend, "Thank you for your

blessings."

"My wife says, thank you for your blessings." Lin Hao translated and said.



Shen Xiyan incomparably happy, feeling so many people's blessing on the two of them love,
the heart of this love from not easy to cherish and aggravated by ten, do not know why, she
suddenly some fear of death, do not know why, the more this world cares, the more she is not
willing to live a life with people, but a hundred years of elaboration of such, she even some
sadness up. But such emotions, she hastily hid again ......

She looked at her husband and said petulantly, "Honey, can I invite them to visit my castle

with me?"

"You can." Lin Hao said.

Shen Xiyan went on to ask, "Will this bring a change of chaos to my castle?" Her face was
discontented with sadness as she finished.



Lin Hao smiled and gently rubbed her head, "Don't worry, there are many workers inside the
castle, they will organise visits, some places will be allowed and some places won't be allowed.
It's not like it's all for them to visit, there are just some places that are open, the important places
will definitely not be visited by them."

"That's good." Shen Xiyan's small mouth exhaled with unparalleled ease, the pressure in her
heart released straight away.

Lin Hao looked at Shen Xiyan's appearance of carefully guarding her castle and found it

incomparably cute, saying to her, "Then I'll tell them and let them go in and follow you around

your castle now."

"Okay." Shen Xiyan summoned up tremendous courage and nodded her head.

Chapter 1212

After receiving Shen Xi Yan's permission again, Lin Hao said to the employees of the Bolt Group,
as well as the customers of the tour around him.



He didn't know what was in Shen Xi Yan's mind, he just felt that if he made Shen Xi Yan
happy, he would be happy, no matter what Shen Xi Yan did, as long as she was happy. Lin Hao
felt that whatever he did was worth it.

The reason why Shen Xi Yan invited them to visit the castle was to let this group of people
come to celebrate her love, but she was afraid that this group of people would not keep order and
destroy the things inside the castle, and she was worried that Lin Hao would be unhappy. After all,
how to say it, this castle, certainly worth a lot of money, although Lin Hao has given it to her, but
she still think it is her husband's castle ......

Lin Hao's voice was not loud, with his strength, he did not need to shout loudly without

shading Xi Pao Zero Xi Er intentionally, he could make every hear what he said.

"Fellow travellers. But if you dare to break into the places you are not allowed to visit, the
guards of Gorfint Castle will throw them into the prison of Gorfint Castle and teach them a good



lesson. Of course I believe that you are all high quality people, so don't make any trouble at
Gorfint Castle and don't let me look down on your noble spirit." Lin Hao's joking voice reached
inside each and every ear, while not forgetting to deliberately belittle the gentlemanly spirit. The
main point is that these are not small aggravations here these days, now it is not easy to find an

opportunity, he now would like to take a good look at this so-called Toulouse gentleman spirit,
noble bloodline, in the end is a kind of high quality.

He knew that the castle was full of good things and attractive places. Ancient heritage, it was
full of culture left over from history, where every brick had an ancient charm on it. He didn't
believe that everyone in Toulouse was of that high quality.

People are the same all over the world! When faced with a huge fortune, they all show their

greed.

When Jelson heard his master shouting like that, he hurriedly put down the water in his hands
and started to rush into the castle, he had to preside over such a big battle, he had to show his

presiding ability in front of his master, he must not let him think he was a waste!



And his gaze became stern. Gelfant often held bonfire dinners and many people would come.
The ones invited before were nobles, but the nobles would bring their female and male

companions, and there was no shortage of incidents of theft ......

However, the hosts have said that there are some areas that they will not allow to be visited.
These are places that the owner has planned before, places where the treasures of the castle are
hidden, places where some antiques exist, or places where the castle has horses, expensive golf
courses and other places full of aristocratic rituals, for example, the golf course, if a large number

of people come to visit, especially if there are so many untouchables present, they might trample
the lawn. Once the lawns are trampled, it takes a lot of manpower and resources to repair them,
and even a golf course is so expensive, let alone other places ......

The employees of the Golefte Resort listened to Lin Hao's voice and they were originally

sceptical. They hadn't seen the real owner of the Goalfonte Easy Master, they only knew from

Jelson's mouth that he was a Chinese. But if a random man on the street came out and said I was

the owner of Gelfand Castle, would they dare to believe it? Would they believe it?

They wouldn't believe it, would they?



Just as they were coming out of the moving, thinking that this Chinese man was bluffing and
ready to taunt, Jelson unexpectedly ran towards the castle, and all the way to the castle with a

conscientious look, like a servant rushing to his master to receive orders ......

This, at once, made their suspicions, disappear straight away ......

Chapter 1213

"Could he really be the owner of Golefant Castle?" Someone finally made a slight questioning

sound, although they had almost all been convinced down to the fact that Lin Hao was the owner

of Golephant, they still couldn't help but make a questioning sound because, it was just too
shocking.

I couldn't believe it!



Totally unbelievable!

"Should, should be..." replied a stuttering voice. She couldn't believe it either, it was the
Golephonte Castle, they had heard that the city government wanted to plan the Golephonte Castle
and were all set to invest billions down for tourism, but were refused by the owner inside the

castle.

Although the billions were shocking, the name of the nobleman made them feel justified.
They felt justified again. It was a high nobleman, so it was easy to refuse a few billion dollars,
wasn't it? Any aristocrat has billions of assets ......

"So envious of that woman from the East. How much I should have if I had a husband like

that."



"Heh. Do you think everyone has such a life? You don't even take a look at your looks in the
mirror, I wouldn't dare to dream like that anyway, it's unrealistic, too unrealistic."

"Yeah, it's unbelievable. And did you hear just now how much the owner of my Golephonte

contract loves his wife. My suggestion to visit the castle just now was her wife's permission." The
blonde woman said suspiciously.

"What does that say?"

Faced with the query, she replied, "Did you not see that the owner of Golephant Castle had

asked his wife what she looked like before he uttered the invitation to visit the castle?"

"Seems to be eh. Wow, she's too happy then, isn't she?"



......

Mina froze in place in shock, and it wasn't just her. Benshamin was also out of his soul in
shock, looking at Lin Hao. And looking at them as if they were about to walk into the castle, it
was as if this really couldn't get any more real.

Mina reacted and was outright shocked, "President, this can't be in real, can it?"

Benshamin ate at Mina and shook his head, very unsure. How could he say it, the special
thing about Golephant was that it was so complete and so special at the same time, plus it had
changed ownership not too long ago, and at the same time there had been an incident that had

slapped the Gaither family in the face, so many things put together, this castle he didn't think
should have to have such a big event. Because once this event was magnified, where would the

Gates family's face be put?



So he felt that there was a falsehood in it, a very falsehood.

"I don't think it's credible!" Benshamin finally said with conviction.

"No one can go and step on the face of the Gaither family and flaunt it, not even the Smith
family! Let alone a Chinese man who dares to be so arrogant? So he must be a fake, aiming to
deceive that pretty Oriental woman!" As Ben Sha Ming doubted Lin Hao's identity, he did not

forget to approve of Shen Xiyan.

In his heart, Shen Xiyan was too beautiful. He did not want to see Shen Xi Yan being tricked
by such a hypocritical man. It would simply be too bad to spoil this piece of oriental lady that

God wouldn't dare to carve out like this, her beauty, like a mother goddess ......



Mina's face was full of anger, this Bensamin was really a nobleman who lived for the lower

half of his body and still forgot that woman at this time. She even wanted to point at Benshamin's
head and curse, didn't you hear that she was pregnant?

Of course this was not the time to say that, but the time to go up and break this Chinese

man's lies!

At the same time she saw that Saina, whom she had humiliated earlier, was proudly
provoking towards her and she just couldn't swallow it. How could she be hit in the face by this

bitch?

Xena saw Mina in the crowd. She was not a vegetarian, nor was she a loser, so how could she

be humiliated by Mina and now let her off the hook?



"Eh, Xena, what are you going to do? Aren't you going to visit the castle? It's the one chance
of a lifetime, miss it and you won't get it." Someone saw Xena heading towards the resort and

called out anxiously.

Xena replied, "How could I possibly pass up this opportunity, I'm just going to meet a friend

now, oh no, a bitch to be precise, a bitch who sold her body." Westerners are open here too, they
don't have wastes and such, there are more often than not bitches bishops and such, and no matter
what kind of person they are, they will call such words, a hundred times more vulgar than the

Chinese 'crap' ......
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"Ohhh. Then don't delay, the gates will be opening soon. You're our leader." Another person
reminded.

"Don't worry, I won't miss such an opportunity that I won't get to meet in a hundred years."
Xena said.



Mina watched as Xena headed her way, a cold smile on her lips, not a hint of stage fright in
sight. There was just anger.

Benshamin watched Xena walking this way like a smug little cat, incomparably smug, and
wanted to laugh a little, she didn't really think that the Golefant Castle was this Chinese guy's after
hearing such a remark, did she?

Even if he knew the owner of the castle, he wouldn't let so many people in to see the castle,
would he?

After all, giving a poor man a tour of the castle would be a disgrace! It was a stain on the
nobility, who were above the poor.

"Hey, bitch." Xena shouted as she was just three metres away from Mina, flicking Yisanwu's
picketing of Servant Yi Yi in a very revealing way.



"You!" Mina was outright furious, walking up and shaking her huge mountain of a chest and

walking up to wrestle with Xena.

Xena was completely unfazed by Mina and had rolled up her sleeves, ready to wrestle with
her, but her mouth didn't stop attacking, "I remember you saying that if I could get in, you'd lick
my feet. Now that I'm about to get in, you can lick my feet."

Mina couldn't help but sneer directly after hearing this, "Huh!" Xena looked on and frowned

as Mina sneered, "If he says he can get in, can he really get in? Is it really okay for you guys to

visit? Then I said I could live in the Elysee Palace! Do you think I could live there? That's where
the president's office is!"

Saina froze and looked back in Lin Hao's direction again, and for a moment was in a bit of

a dilemma. It was as if she was back in the middle of that previous situation, the moment of being
considered a dirtbag, which made Saina not know what to do for a while ......



Benshamin also shook his head, "Madam. I, as a nobleman of Toulouse, can tell you
precisely that anyone who dares to open the Golefte in a big way at this time is going against the
Gaither family! Even if that orientalist knows the former first heir of the House of Gaite, he cannot
afterwards humiliate the House of Gaite! The Gaither family is the most feared family in all of

Toulouse and no one would dare to disgrace him!"

Xena smiled, gritted her teeth and retorted, but for some reason her bottom line was much

weaker, "Our president is also a noble of Toulouse! And the first Chinese aristocrat! Just last night
he became a newly promoted aristocrat!"

Xena's tone was firm, but her bottom was a little short.

Benshamin couldn't help but look at Lin Hao, slightly surprised. A Chinese man had become

a newly promoted noble of Toulouse? And it was an instantaneous becoming? This was too

unreal, wasn't it? How come he hadn't heard anything about it at all?



Mina laughed, "Haha, I've been inside the noble circle for so long, but I haven't heard of a

Chinese noble appearing! No news at all!"

Benshamin nodded, becoming a noble required a ten-year vetting process, and these poor

people would never be able to access such information, after all, how could poor people access

something like this? They would never earn a few million in their lifetime, let alone five billion
that was hundreds of times bigger than a few million? That was money they might not even earn

from the time their ancestors worked until now.

Benshamin said with a smile, while pulling out his own Noble Order, as he shook his head,
"Madam, to tell you a secret that you would otherwise never have access to in your lifetime. Of
course it's not really a secret within the Nobility, but it will be something you can brag about later
on. To become a nobleman you need a minimum of five billion in assets and a ten-year initiation
fee after being vetted by the Church. That means it takes five hundred million euros, you heard
me right, it takes a whole five-one euros!"



Mina waited for Benshamin to finish, then raised her head in condescending contempt and

said, "Turd, a whole five hundred million! It will take ten years! Your president isn't putting on a
show in front of you, is he? Oh, that's too much, I'm sure even Hollywood doesn't act like
that ......"

Saina's bottom grew tribal as she was mocked, but her strength grew again when she saw the

medallion Ben Sharmin pulled out.

Chapter 1215

Last night she left a careful eye, that is to see Lin Hao was awarded the medal secretly

photographed, and still took several pictures. How can I put it, at that time she was quite bold,
after all, she was recklessly treating Lin Hao as her prey, all before she dared to recklessly

photograph Lin Hao ......

Nowadays, if she were given dozens of guts, she wouldn't dare to take pictures ...... because
seeing Shen Xiyan's stunning face created a great inferiority complex in her heart ......



"Huh! If you guys didn't show me this medal, I would really be scared by what you guys

said, but after seeing this medal, you can't scare me!" Said Xena, taking out her phone and
flipping out the photo taken last night, before pointing at it and shouting at Benshamin, "It's not a
medal! Is it not a medal of nobility! It is the one I was taking last night and the time it was taken
is written clearly on it!"

Xena sneered, "Thought you nobles were so powerful. Oh, and you, you've gone out for two
meals with a noble? You think you're a noble? And you, talking about nobility so high and

mighty, not even knowing the latest and greatest news from Toulouse, and then shouting about it
here? Is that what nobility is? That's pretty funny."

Benshamin stared at the picture on Xena's phone for several moments, and Mina twitched as

she stared at Benshamin's face. It was really ......

"So, so what? Maybe it's a fake?Boss, you can ask your other noble friends, after all, if it's
such a big deal, the other nobles will surely know about this." Mina gave Benshamin a chip on her

shoulder, Benshamin frowned and finally had to pull out his phone and make a call.



This friend of his had been busy with noble activities lately and was very actively involved,
unlike him, who was all about the girls lately and somewhat of a TO group. Yesterday his friend
was chatting to him about something very explosive that had happened last night, but Benshamin,
being in the middle of conjugal pleasures with Mina, had interrupted the duo's chat by listening
just a little. After all, could the breaking news outweigh the fact that Finkin Gatt had half his face
destroyed?

"Hello, my brother. Am I able to ask you something?" It was an enquiry that Benshamin
made once he got through to the phone.

An arrogant voice came from the other side, "O, what is it? You're not asking me again about
what happened last night, are you? Ben Shameen, I told you last night you didn't listen ......"

Benshamin blushed a little and gave an embarrassed dry laugh before explaining, "It wasn't
what you said last night about what happened at William Young's banquet, but what happened
after ten o'clock. I heard that a Chinese man is applying for the nobility of Toulouse? I wonder

what the follow-up church is doing about it?" Naturally, Benshamin would not lower himself to

say anything about whether or not that person had become a nobleman, it was too much out of line
with the way their Toulouse nobility said ......



The other party froze and sneered, "Ben er zero whisked the ground Yi dyed shut shamin!
You're lucky you asked me, otherwise you might have been sunk in the Garonne! What

application for nobility or not? That Mr. Lin from China last night has become one of the new

nobles of Toulouse, you may not know that he is about to hold an unprecedented banquet the day

after tomorrow, when all the nobles of Toulouse may attend, do you know how terrifying that is?"

Benshamin listened without his mouth going dry, the whole of Toulouse's nobility would be

attending? Isn't that too horrible? The entire nobility of Toulouse? Who has that much weight? A

Chinese man? That's impossible!

Chapter 1216

He looked at Lin Hao's back, he stood in the middle of the crowd, although he had a noble air,
but he was just an ordinary Chinese man with a bit of money ......

"I ask you again, did he become a nobleman ......" asked Benshamin persistently.



"Oh, Benshamin. Are you so stupid that you're asking if he's become a nobleman! You're
completely missing the point." The voice on the other end of the line said disappointedly,
suddenly turning his words around, his tone intensifying as he pressed on, "Benshamin! Did you

offend this Mr. Lin?" "Ahhhhhhh, how could I have such a stupid friend like you? That's Mr. Lim,
who's a man on top. Finkin Gat gave him the Lamborghini poison, William Young gave him his

own scavenged Cullinan, Bastian himself blessed him with his own sister, and there are more

horrible things, but I dare not speak of them, and I'm sure none of the people at the whole party on

the banks of the Garonne last night dared to speak of them, because, Mr Lim ism ygod."

After the caller finished, he hung up the phone in fear.

Benshamin froze in place, what, what was happening here?

Why did his noble friend cut him off because of a Chinese guy? This ......



I can't understand it, can I? What's so special about this Chinese guy?

And what else did Finkin-Gate give this man his most prized ride? William Young even

gifted him the Cullinan? Bastian gave him his blessing to be with his sister?

All three of these men were prominent figures in the aristocracy, why? Why were they so

restrained?

Mina listened and froze, asking around, others just talked about the horror of this Chinese

man, but what about the substance?



In the end, did they become erdiisiisi zero service land for the nobility ah?

The three people were all looking at each other, because the question to be asked, never got
an answer, quite a headache.

"Did he become a nobleman or not?" Mina asked anxiously, she was so uncomfortable just

looking at Xena's smug face that she wanted to go up and scratch her face, stomp on her face hard
and spit on her to make her arrogant ......

The hand of Benshamin holding the phone trembled slightly, for a while he did not know

how to face the situation at hand, his noble friend he could feel was not joking, but according to
his careful analysis, he felt that things absolutely could not be like this.

What had happened last night?



Benshamin called another aristocratic friend who had attended last night's banquet on the
banks of the Garonne River, only to ask, and the other party only made a vague statement thatMr.
Lin was very scary, and then asked, as he had on the first call, if he had offended Mr. Lin, and if
so, not to say that the two men knew each other in the future ......

This inexplicable fear then slowly germinated directly in Benshamin's mind as Saina listened
and laughed crookedly, then took off her red high-heeled sandals and stepped on the not very

dirty floor with the look of I'm ready for you to lick my feet later ......

This pissed Mina off to no end.

She also pulled out her phone to ask her friend what had happened last night, but apparently
her friend was completely afraid to say what had happened on the cruise last night, the trembling

voice with fear spreading to Mina's heart, she looked up at Jelson and found him watching too,
that eerie smile that made Mina's scalp tingle ......
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Finkin-Gate cleaned up his cheeks. The change of medicine had distorted the other half of his face
from the pain, but the thought that if he worked hard enough alongside Lin Hao, he might regain
his looks brought a smile back to Finkin-Gate's face.

His heart did not hold a grudge against Lin Hao, he felt that this was a trial in his life, and as
long as he tripped over it, he was even looking ahead to his future blueprint ......

Having seen the terror of Lin Hao, he felt that even if he didn't use the Gaiter family, he
would still surpass the current Gaiter family in the future and become a super great family of the
magnitude of the Smiths.

Although Finkin Gaite can humiliate the four great families of Toulouse at will, he also knows
that the bottom of the Gaite family is because of Bigir, and once Bigir is no longer the senior elder
of their family, then the Gaite family may simply disappear from the land of Toulouse at the first

opportunity ......



Armand chose a luxurious gown for Finkin Gaite, created by the world-famous Givenchy,
which took more than half a month and cost 100,000 euros to make, very high-profile and
expensive.

"Finkin. The family has invited you, but let me tell you something, Mr. Lin has taken his
wife to Golephonte and I think you should go forward to bless Mr. Lin and his honourable wife

and solve a small problem in the meantime." Almand said as he stood beside Finkin-Gate.

Finkin-Gate heard that he had to solve a small problem? Solve a little trouble for Mr. Lin?
"What! Who on earth dares to offend Mr. Lin. Let's go over there now and let me see which one

doesn't have eyes, and if he doesn't want dog eyes, we'll just snap him up. Where's Jelly, get
Jelly to come with you."

Finkin-Gate was unbearably angry.



When Armand heard Finkin-Gate say Jelly, a look of envy appeared inside his eyes, but it
was still followed by anger, "Mr. Lin's affairs are important, but the family head's affairs can't be
delayed. I'm afraid it will be because of Mr. Lin's business, and you can go forward and see to it.
I do not believe that Mr. Bigill has not spoken to the family about Mr. Lim's condition. As for
Jelly, I don't think he needs to make an appearance, as Mr. Jelly, has already advanced to

become a half-orc."

"Oh, oh?" Finkin Gait nodded and suddenly ejaculated in amazement, "What do you mean,
Jelly has become a half-orc? Wow, Mr. Lin is really too powerful, he was even able to get the
biochemical crystals, I can inquire clearly, even if the church recognized the strength of Mr. Lin's
underground organization, but it will be a week before the biochemical crystals will be awarded

to the other party."

Almand heard that was incomparable envy, but unfortunately envy is envy, he can not tell
Lin Hao to ask Lin Hao to give him ......



"I am somewhat impatient to meet Mr. Lin, as well as Mrs. Lin. Armand prepare thick gifts

for me, I definitely can't afford to lose face in front of Mr. Lin!" Finkin Gatt said excitedly.

He knew he couldn't refuse his father's invitation, so he couldn't go to meet Lin Hao and
Shen Xiyan in the first place. This was something that made him feel very disrespectful at the time,
but thinking about it, he couldn't go forward to appear in front of Madam Lin empty-handed.
After thinking about it, he thought he would first go and see what exactly his father's side had
ordered ......

When he walked out of his room, Finkin-Gate fell into Shan'er Lu closed Wu Fu Fu Yi Ai

contemplation.

What was Bastian to him if the esteemed Mr. Lin was already married? The reason why he

had given Bastian a good look was because Bastian's sister Avril had an unusual relationship with
Lin Hao, but now that Lin Hao had a wife, what was Bastian to him?



This is really tangled, Finkin Gaiter rubbed his head, suddenly unable to think at once ......

The old Gaiter was in his room in the main castle, and Finkin Gaiter was watching from

outside, thinking that in another few decades, this room would have been his own. But this
thought just up, Finkin Gait shook his head disdainfully, before very enjoy a minute inside this
room, now he, feel very enjoy a minute standing beside Lin Hao, even if it is to be a cow and a

horse, is also very enjoyable ......

Old Gator tapped on his desk, he knew everything that happened inside or out at the banquet

held last night by William Yang, the first in line heir to the Garonne River Group.

He and Bigir were old friends anyhow, and if he asked Bigir, Bigir would still talk. And Old

Gator had his own minions at the party last night, who watched everything that happened inside.
Plus a large group of biotics gathered over the Garonne River last night, and naturally his own

trained biotics were there to see it, so everything that happened was incredibly clear to him ......



When he heard the news reported to him by his own men last night, it scared old Gator quite

a bit ......

The Chinese man had actually subdued the Lion in front of Bigel and Golden Leopard. The
lion was a violent man, and he thought it must have been the lion who had provoked Lin Hao. It
was just that inside the picture he expected, Lin Hao should have been beaten up by the male lion,
but it ended with the male lion being beaten up by Lin Hao and then fleeing.

Chapter 1218

And the Golden Leopard, who had been on the same line as the Lion, just watched. He wondered
what was involved in this that caused the Golden Panther to stay out of the way. Having been
around Bigil, Old Gat was familiar with the relationship between the Lion and the Golden Panther.

"Maybe it has something to do with Mohammed Katou. It's just that Biggill doesn't want to
tell me much about Mohammedan khattus. Are you going to give up on me as an old friend, Bigir?
We've been friends for decades." Old Gat laughed to himself, then shook his head again,
"Decades, for Bigil, might as well be a part of time inside. Unlike us and others, although we are
nobles, but unfortunately, ah, a few decades, and most of the important life is passed ......"



"Father." Finkin Gaither knocked on the door of the study.

"Finkin, come in." The elder Gaither said dotingly like an old father to his favorite child.

Such an intimate voice made Finkin Gaither uncomfortable. His father had not given him a

good look since the last time he had disgraced the Gaither family, and now it was a little

unnatural.

Finkin Gaither pushed open the door to find his father looking at him with a kindly face, not
wanting to be a majestic head of the family.

"I called you over here to see how your face is really doing. But seeing as you're in good
shape, it should be much more of a problem, which puts my mind much more at ease." Old Gator
said and then continued, "I see that you are closer to Mr. Lin, and he seems to have encountered a



not-so-small problem in Golefant, and you, as his friend, I think you can honour your landlord's
kindness and solve this small trouble for Mr. Lin."

In the face of the sudden uproar of concern, Finkin-Gate was still a little unnatural. But after
listening to old Gait's words, Finkin-Gait could not help but sneer. It turned out that the trance just
now was only his own overthinking, his father's eyes were filled with interests, his concern for
himself was fake, his desire to have a funny relationship with Mr. Lin was real ......

Think about it, the Gaiter family has offended Mr. Lin. The most important thing is that you
can't be too careful. Father ah father, really is a cold businessman ......

"I will." Finkin Gaither replied with a smile.

Looking at the perfunctory as well as cold smile inside Finkin Gait's eyes, the old Gait was

not angry. What he was thinking about, Finkin would never be able to understand, when he



reached his age, he might be able to understand his heartache, only when he reached his age, I am
afraid he would have already been in the yellow earth and would not be able to see him like this
with himself ......

"After this matter is taken care of, I will reinstate you as the first heir to the Gaither family.
Go on." The old Gaiter received Yiye er whisked Xi er said in compliance, which was a shocking
news. After saying this, he didn't wait for Finkin Gaither to retort his doubts and gave the direct

order of expulsion. Finkin Gaither was still in a daze when he was shoved out by the old Gaither's
butler.

Looking at Finkin-Getter's back, Old Gatte's face was full of sorrow, the whole Toulouse did
not give him the feeling that the world outside the window was such a windy and beautiful day,
but a dark and turbulent one ......

"I wonder if this storm in Toulouse will topple the entire Toulouse nobility. Or maybe the
Church!"



"The Church's rules are old and harsh, and have been exploiting all the nobles, leaving them
in a state of alas. Countless nobles have fallen because of the Church, and countless rich men have
fallen into the streets because of the Church. I'm sure the four super families will not submit to the

Church's jurisdiction, and those powerful high level cyborgs? And will they submit to the

Church's jurisdiction? Aren't they as free as they were with Bigir? The strong will never submit!"
Old Gat tapped the table heavily ......

Then Old Gaither instructed again, "For the restoration of Finkin's identity, do not announce
it to the public at this time. The elders and key members of the family will just know. This will
be an important step in the plan to keep the Gaither family alive in the midst of this storm."

Armand looked at the walking Finkin Gaither, trotted up and then respectfully shouted,
"Honoured Finkin Gaither, everything is ready. Let us now depart."

It was then that Finkin Gaither came back from his trance and said to Armand, "Father says
to restore me to the status of first heir."



"What!" Armand was mildly shocked, this was a plan for the future development of a superb
family, it was not like a hasty decision.

Just what was this for?

It couldn't be something to do with Mr. Lin, could it?

"Could this be because you are so close to Mr. Lin that the owner of the let has seen your
value again?" Armand questioned in a small voice.



Finkin Gat looked at his old servant and couldn't help but admire, "Almand you are simply

my sergeant, you are just too clever, father called me in just so that I could go forward and help

Mr. Lin Hao with his little troubles ......"

Super Son-in-law Chapter 1219-1220
Chapter 1219

Avril, who is in the CEO's office of Lin's New Investment, has dressed herself beautifully, and
that one Cullinan diamond is so dazzling that it makes the entire female staff of Lin's New
Investment envious. However, they had no chance to be envious.

But the worst of them is Anna, she is simply aggrieved to cry, looking at Avril at the moment
beautiful, happy and sweet, the whole person seems to fall into the jealousy, and even directly pile
George resentment plus 100 ......

Avril to the mirror to organize their own attire, dyeing Lu Serving Er cover zero Lu Shan

However, just at this time. Bastian gave her a call, Avril has now somewhat started to annoy

Batistean.



Ever since Bastian found out about her relationship with Lin Hao and also about his

relationship with Finkin Gatt, he could not wait for Avril to go straight to his place with Lin Hao.
The question is not easy for Avril to answer, but every time she is asked, there is a warmth
flowing through her heart. It's a pity that she would like to have such progress, but reality does not
give her the chance, she invites Lin Hao to go shopping and so on, but Lin Hao has refused ......

"Bastian!" Avril shouted with some resentment.

The Bastian on the other end of the phone, however, did not give in to Avril's emotions and
instead shouted, "Avril, Mr. Lin Hao has a wife."

"Wh...what?!" Avril shouted in horror.

Anna, seeing Avril's flushed face and her phone falling on the table, also hurriedly
approached and confidently inquired, "What's wrong, what's wrong Avril?"



Avril hugged Anna and said with a sobbing voice, "Lin Hao Lin manager he has gotten
married ......"

"Ah?" Anna was also stunned, for a moment she actually didn't know how to comfort Ai

Weier, at the same time the previous envy, at such a moment all turned into deplorable, for such
a thing, she expressed her great sympathy. There is nothing like this kind of hurt, originally full of
hope, only to find, looking back, that there is not even a single chance, especially when last night
was such a happy scene, any woman, as the mistress, I am afraid, would be in deep, difficult to
extricate herself from it, right?

There is no cruelty like this cruelty ...... so Anna put away her envy and jealousy and hugged
Avril, gently patting her and easing her emotions ......

Avril was crying hard. At the same time heart bursts of pain, but also gradually recalled, it
seems that Lin Hao still have a lot of rejection of her, every time she ambiguous sexual action, Lin



Hao refused, except for the rituals, Lin Hao will be forced to accept, the other times, Lin Hao is
holding the refusal of the model. Now that I think about it, he big belly he decent man, he also
infatuation ......

But it was such a flawless man that one would never have again. Her heart aches ......

Bastian had changed his car, a Rolls Royce Phantom. It's more understated than the Maserati

he had before, and now he's the real him. Before, he was too oppressed by Finkin Gatte to show

off, but now that the two have eased their relationship, as the most prestigious young generation to
break free of Toulouse, Bastien feels the need to put on his image, not to lose face in front of Mr

Lin Hao, not to lose face in front of Mrs Lin again ......

Jiashi Group.



William Young was in tears, his face red and swollen, and if he were to take a shower now,
he would certainly be able to see the marks of several cane blows on his back. Last night he
returned home and was severely beaten by his own grandfather. His grandfather didn't care that
he was arrogant and aggressive, and he didn't care that he looked down on Chinese people, but
when he faced Lin Hao, he had to punish him after learning of Lin Hao's terrifying strength from
the family cyborg.

Chapter 1220

He is prepared to play the emotional steak Lu Fuzheng Zhanshan Fuyi card, when the time comes
to say that we are all Chinese. The same spoon is born, why is it too urgent to fry each other? I

hope Mr. Lin won't take it to heart as a child doesn't know any better.

Yang Lijun tapped his cane, making a thumping sound that struck the floor, "William. Wait a

moment, you carry a few rattan sticks, when the time comes, ask for a good apology from the

other party, remember to make sure you look miserable. It's the only way to get the other man to
let you go. He is a big man."

Looking at his grandfather, listening to what he had to say, as well as knowing all about his
plan, William Yang immediately rebuffed it, shouting, "Grandpa, that definitely won't do! Mr.
Lin definitely won't eat this!"



Yang Lijun listened to Yang William's retort and threw another cane at him, then stood up in
majesty, "Huh. What doesn't work? I will personally explain to him in person. Let's just kidnap
him with morals. Chinese people eat this most, anyway, I'll just say I'm a Chinese, an old man,
and you're my grandson ......"

Yang William looked at his grandfather's old fox look and was about to cry. He didn't dare
to tell Yang Lijun that Lin Hao had already spent that cemetery plan for him in the country, he was
afraid that if he said that, he would be knocked to death with a cane by Yang Lijun ......

"Well, do as I say and it will be fine. Chinese people all like to pretend, I pull down my status

to give him a pretend is not it. He wants to be a nobleman, doesn't he? I'll give him a few

projects to make him some money and expand his business. I just don't believe that after I give
him so much face and so many benefits, he can still forgive you?" Yang Lijun said confidently.

Yang William's entire body was about to cry, his grandfather Yang Lijun was an egotistical

person, otherwise he wouldn't have been in the group of people who became one of the top local
tycoons in Toulouse.



"Grandpa, what if there's an accident?" Yang William said in a small voice, he really didn't
want to go, very much so. Especially with Yang Lijun, because he didn't want to see the image of
Yang Lijun being irritated by Lin Hao when the time came.

Just the way his grandfather threatened the other side, he had seen the way Lin Hao defied

anyone, putting on a domineering and peerless look. He felt that his grandfather Yang Lijun in

front of him, this family business is not anything ......

And he also knows why Yang Lijun this plan will be carried out, is not thinking in the other
side of the joyful time has a smell of amnesty, take advantage of the opportunity to curry some

cheap? Just such a strong man, will be kidnapped? Surely not, huh? And looking at grandpa's
appearance, this proud attitude, maybe even be humiliated by the other party ......

When the time comes if we talk about the cemetery, grandpa is afraid that he will be

annoyed and give him a few sticks ......



Just like the problem that William Yang was worried about, Lin Hao had already instructed

Night One to do this matter. And naturally, Night One went to do this matter through Jun Wu

Regret's identity.

The company is also a member of the Board of Directors of the National Association of the
United States of America. This makes Night One very uncomfortable after hearing, secretly said
a traitor dog, but still so highly respected in the local, is it because this Yang Lijun became a

foreigner, resulting in the local people respect him? Is it because this Yang Lijun became a

foreigner that the locals all respect him? Look up to him?
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